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Don't spend another day in a sticky, damp house on a hot summer's day. Whether you live somewhere warm all year round or are on top of the summer heat, having a cool and comfortable home is a top priority. And since many older houses and apartments do not have central air, finding the best air conditioning for your space is essential. Although not having central air may
seem like a disadvantage, there are many advantages to using other forms of home air cooling. Window AC units and portable air conditioners are great options, but what's the difference? We explain portable air conditioners versus window air conditioners so you can choose a design that suits your home and lifestyle. Related: Find a Local Pro to install central air conditioners
Portable air conditioners tend to be bulkier and more limited in range than window air conditioners. While cheaper portable models may be smaller, their size usually suggests how much space they can cool down. The best part about investing in window AC units is that they tend to be more energy efficient and not as costly. Today's window air conditioners offer many remarkable
features, including multiple fan settings, thermal features, and even Wi-Fi compatibility. And since most window air conditioners come with an installation kit, they are easy for anyone to set up. With hundreds of different models of window air conditioners on the market, finding the perfect one for your home can take some time and research. In order to facilitate the purchase of AC
units, we have put together a list of the top 11 window air conditioners based on specific requirements and needs. For those who live in an apartment or who simply need to cool off a small room, Frigidaire 5,000 BTU Window-Mounted Room Air Conditioning is a great compact option. With the ability to cool down to 150 square feet, this model has several notable features, including
temperature control, a filter that is effortlessly cleaned, and adjustable panels to best suit your window. There is also no need for an extension cord because the unit comes with an extra-long three-pronged cable. Air conditioning can be costly, and if you have to install multiple units, cooling your house can cost quite a lot. If you are looking for a quality AC unit that is also budget-
friendly, try cool-living 5,000 BTU window air conditioning. This model has a multidirectional opening and filters that are easy to remove for cleaning. It also uses an eco-friendly refrigerant that causes less damage to the environment while saving energy. Buy: Cool-Living 5,000 BTU Window Air Conditioner, ($139, Walmart) On the hunt for AC units designed for sliding windows?
The Frigidaire 8,000 BTU 115V mover is the perfect solution for case windows. Not only does the vertical window air conditioner cool down a large room, but it also comes with a remote control so you can control the temperature and speed of the fan, you're sitting. Other features include three three fan speeds and four-way air direction control to help set the perfect temperature
and airflow. Best part? This window unit is equipped with a washable wire filter for cleaning with a low-sac of acum. Buy: Frigidaire 8,000 BTU 115V Mover, $500 (was $540), Amazon There's nothing more intrusive than a noisy AC unit, especially when you're trying to watch TV or get a good night's rest. The Haier Serenity Series 6050 BTU air conditioner is powerful but energy
efficient and can cool space up to 250 square feet without much noise. It's so quiet, in fact, that one Amazon reviewer says it's hardly louder than a subtle collision. Find the perfect temperature with digital touch controls on the AC unit or remote control. One of the best features of this air conditioner is that it can control humidity by removing moisture in the air, which makes it a
great choice for cellars and attics. Buy: Haier Serenity Series 6050 BTU Air Conditioner, ($555, Amazon) Window AC units are a great source for home cooling, but some models can be bulky and hinder your view. If you are trying to find a low profile air conditioner, consider lg LW8016ER 8000 BTU 115V window-mounted air conditioner. It is just 12.4 inches tall and has an elegant
modern design and effectively cools medium-sized rooms. It also comes with a timer, so you can set it to turn off or stop while driving. In some areas of the country, the weather forecast is constantly changing. You may need air conditioning one day and heat the next. That's why the LG 7500 115V Window-Mounted 3850 BTU Supplemental Heat Function air conditioner is a great
choice when you need both. This AC unit is energy efficient and has two cooling speeds, two heating speeds and two fan speeds to help create a comfortable room. Keep in mind that you may want to use the heat function as a secondary source during cold days. Ideal for apartment, dorm room, or RV, hOmeLabs 5000 BTU window-mounted air conditioning is a small but powerful
choice. The air conditioning is only 16 inches wide and 12 inches tall, but it can cool the room in 15 minutes or less. Some of its notable features include a washable filter, seven temperature settings, a high and low speed fan, and a two-way air direction. Buy: hOmeLabs 5000 BTU Window Mounted Air Conditioner, ($230, Amazon) You can control pretty much anything from your
smartphone today–and this, of course, includes window air conditioners. Frigidaire 10000 BTU Cool Connect smart window air conditioner not only has a modern look, but also has some pretty impressive features. The AC unit of the window connects to a Wi-Fi network and can be controlled by an app on your phone. Because it's easier to control when you're not at home, the AC
unit is more energy efficient, saving you some money on a monthly electricity bill. Among other features include a customizable plan and up-to-date notifications, including notifications when it's time to Filter. Frigidaire works with iPhone, iPad, iPad mini, and Android. Energy-efficient air conditioners are beneficial for several reasons. Not only do these models save you a little money
on your electricity bill, but they are also safer for the environment. Energy-efficient alternating current is also known to cool the room much faster than others. The Energy Star-qualified GE Smart Window can help reduce your carbon footprint without sacrificing a cool and comfortable room. It comes with three fan speeds, cooling and fan mode, plus the ability to delay its start for a
certain period of the day. A larger size does not always mean a better AC unit. If you are looking for basic, lightweight air conditioning, frigidaire window-mounted mini-compact air conditioner weighs only 42 pounds. A small ac unit is easy to install, plus it can cool the room in minutes. Basic dials allow you to easily select your preferred temperature settings. Most windows AC units
are built to cool the room between 100 and 600 square feet, but what if you need air conditioning for a larger, more open space like basement or den? Haier's 18,000 BTU High-Efficiency Window Air Conditioner works in rooms up to 1,000 square feet and has an airflow feature to help distribute cool air evenly throughout the room. Other features include sleep with a timer, three fan
speeds, standby, and dehumidifier. . Those of us without central air know how hot and sticky summer temperatures can feel. Avoid spending your days sweating it out thanks to these top-performing window air conditioners from the most reliable brands, hand-picked by our professionals at the Good Housekeeping Institute to accommodate icon sizes from 150 square feet to 450
square feet. Best Total Window Air Conditioning: LG LW8016ER Energy Star Window Air ConditioningSeal Value Window Air Conditioning: Kenmore 87050 Window Mini-Compact Air ConditioningEasiest install window air conditioning: Frigidaire FFRA 0511R1 Window Air Conditioning Best Smart Window Air Conditioner: GE Energy Star Window Smart Room Air ConditioningBest
Window Air Conditioning for Large Rooms: Frigidaire Cool Connect Smart Window Air Conditioning When you buy the best AC window, keep these four questions on top of your mind: Is window air conditioning or portable AC units better? Window air conditioners are an ideal choice for most rooms if you are able to physically install them on windows. Unlike portable units, they
won't take up space on the floor or require you to ventilate a long hose from the device to nature. They tend to be quieter and cost less money for comparable capacity units. If you are not able to install window units or would prefer a portable one, check out our selections for the best portable air conditioners. How do I find the right size air conditioner? Is buy the right size unit for
your space because they get too much capacity may mean that you end up with excessive electricity bills on your hands. Meanwhile, a unit that is under-capacity will be inefficient. Most models list their cooling capacity on a box or website. This is a measurement in btu (British Thermal Units) that corresponds to the square images of the room. Room units range from 4,000 to
20,000 or more, and in general, the larger the room, the more BTU you'll need. While you can choose by square footage of the room you want to cool down, you should keep in mind things that can cause you want to size up, such as high ceilings, location (e.g. you'll want size in the kitchen where it can get warmer), and how sunny the room gets. It is also important to measure the
height and width of the window opening to ensure that the unit can be correctly mounted inside. Are window ac units energy efficient? If you are all about energy saving, you can check the energy efficiency of the air conditioner by looking at the EER rating (energy efficiency rating). It is derived by measuring the BTU and its distribution by the watt-hour energy consumption. The
higher the efficiency rating, the less you spend on domestic electricity bills. You can also opt for a device with an energy saver switch to ensure that fans don't work around the clock. Similarly, some have sleep modes that increase room temperature at night, making them more efficient (and means you won't freeze while you sleep). What other air conditioning features should I
consider? The check filter indicator will visually remind you that you need to clean or change the filter. Oscillating vesicills help to shift airflow from side to side for more efficient room cooling. Remote controls are great for setting temp without having to move. Smart air conditioning allows you to control the device from the phone. And now to the most important question: What are
the best window air conditioners to keep you cool this summer? Overall, our upper window AC unit recommendations for 2020 are: Advertising – Continue reading below 1 Best Overall Window Air Conditioner LW8016ER Energy Star Window Air Conditioner This LG model comes with three cooling and fan speeds, including an energy-saver option that will help keep your electricity
bills down. The includes a full-function remote control so you can set the temp out of bed, and since it can cover 340 square feet, it can be easily used in a large master bedroom (or a small studio apartment!). For an 8000 BTU unit with sleep mode, twenty-four hours of on/off timer, remote, different speeds and multiple modes, this is definitely a solid choice at this price. Cooling
area: 340 square feet, 8,000 BTUsUnit dimensions: 19.6 x 19.4 x 12.4Weight: 58 pounds 2 Best Value Window Air Conditioning 87050 Window Mini-Compact Air Conditioner Kenmore kmart.com $149.00 Finding Air Conditioning Under $200 is but this mini AC cools a small room for a fraction of the price of larger units. This is the choose for studio apartments or boarding rooms.
Set it to one of two cold or fan modes and relax. It's not very noisy, and dial knobs are super easy to use. With the slider, you can easily change the direction of airflow further to the left or right. Cooling area: 150 square feet, 5,000 BTUsUnit dimensions: 15.25 x 16 x 12Weight: 40 pounds 3 easiest to install air conditioning window FFRA0511R1 Window-Mount air conditioner
Frigidaire amazon.com This window mounted air conditioner is the top seller on Amazon for good reason. Installation is simple and requires only a screwdriver with part of the assembly kit. It is also a steal when other comparable models can cost several hundred. And we're glad it includes intuitive controls. Cooling area: 150 square feet, 5,000 BTUsUnit dimensions: 16 x 15.25 x
12Weight: 41 pounds 4 BEST SMART WINDOW AIR CONDITIONING Energy Star Window Smart Room Air conditioner This WiFi-enabled model includes three fan settings and three modes. You can control it directly on the device, via the remote control, or via smartphone or voice. It's also designed to work with Alexa, apple home kit and Google Assistant. Cooling area: 400
square feet, 8,000 BTUsUnit Dimensions: 23.6 x 15.9 x 22.6 Weight: 51 Lbs 5 BEST WINDOW AIR CONDITIONING FOR LARGE ROOMS Cool Connect Smart Window Air Conditioner Frigidaire walmart.com $449.00 If you think most air conditioners are eyesore, this Frigidaire offer is the one for you. More sleek than most, this modern-looking AC unit is also smart-enabled, so
you can control (change the temp, turn on/off drive, and create your own plans) remotely. The powerful 10,000 BTU AC covers up to 450 square feet, making it ideal for larger rooms or open concept homes. Bonus: Works with Alexa and Google Assistant, so you can also set them to have voice control if you own devices that work with these platforms. Cooling area: 450 square
feet, 10,000 BTUsUnit dimensions: 19.8 x 19 x 14.5Weight: £63 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this site to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io - Continue reading below
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